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Abstract

In cross-examination, witnesses’ face is frequently threatened by legal professionals. 
Face-threatening acts (Brown/Levinson 1987) are considered powerful institutional tools 
for lawyers; however, in a bilingual courtroom where all the interactions are mediated by 
a third party, the interpreter, this is often complicated. Drawing on a small-scale corpus, 
five bilingual moot court cross-examinations interpreted by Interpreting and Transla-
tion (I&T) Master’s students at UNSW Sydney, this paper investigates facework strategies 
embedded in cross-examining questions and in their Mandarin interpretation based on 
Penman’s (1990) facework schema. More specifically, it examines the way facework strat-
egies are used in cross-examination questions, the extent to which they are maintained or 
modified in the interpretation, and how that may affect the pragmatics of the courtroom 
questions. The findings contribute to a better understanding of the pragmatics of inter-
preted courtroom questions and to legal interpreter training. 
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Introduction

In an adversarial courtroom, two competing parties present their version of the 
events that will be challenged by the other party (Ainsworth 2015; Gibbons 2003). 
The goal of communication in such an institutional setting is for each party to 
win the legal contest by presenting a case that is more convincing than that of the 
opponent’s (Coulthard/Johnson 2007; Eades 2010). The adversarial and compet-
itive nature of courtroom interactions leads to minimal politeness and intrinsic 
impoliteness in the facework system (Lakoff 1989; Tracy 2011). Cross-examina-
tion, in particular, is designed to diminish the witness (Mason/Stewart 2001) 
and is inherently face-threatening for the less powerful participant (Jacobsen 
2008; Johnson/Clifford 2011). In the field of court interpreting, studies have 
explored interpreter-mediated institutional communication from a number of 
perspectives. For example, some investigated the way court interpreters treat 
politeness markers and its impact on the witness testimonies (Berk-Seligson 
1988; Hale 1997); others examined the pragmatics of interactions with a focus 
on facework (Jacobsen 2008; Lee 2013; Mason/Stewart 2001; Pöllabauer 2004). 
However, little research has focused on how facework strategies are used in an-
tagonistic questioning and how they are interpreted in cross-examination, espe-
cially within the less investigated English-Mandarin language pair. This paper, 
therefore, explores the facework strategies found in the English cross-examining 
questions, the way they are interpreted into Mandarin, and how that may affect 
the facework dynamics in cross-examination.

1.  Facework and politeness in bilingual legal encounters

Face is defined by Goffman (1967: 5) as “the positive social value a person effec-
tively claims for himself”. Based on Goffman’s (1967) sociological notion of face, 
Brown and Levinson (1987) developed politeness theory in which they make a 
difference between the positive and negative face. The former refers to the wants 
to be appreciated in social interaction, self-esteem, and positive regard of others; 
the latter denotes the needs to be independent, the desire for freedom of action, 
and the rights to freedom from imposition (Brown/Levinson 1987: 70-73). The 
act that challenges the face wants of an interlocutor and makes someone lose face 
is called face-threatening act (FTA) (Brown/Levinson 1987: 60). FTAs could poten-
tially undermine the positive or negative face of the speaker, the hearer or both. 
For example, an order ‘Read the third paragraph in your statement’ threatens the 
negative face of the witness; and a criticism from the counsel ‘You are simply 
wasting the court’s time’ aggravates the positive face of the witness. On the op-
posite side of FTAs are politeness strategies, both positive and negative. The for-
mer enhances the hearer’s positive face by acknowledging the other’s wants, for 
example, praise, agreement, expression of solidarity with others; the latter miti-
gates the encroachment on the hearer’s freedom of action, for instance, apologies 
for interfering (Brown/Levinson 1987: 79). 
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In the courtroom where all speech events are regulated by rules of evidence, 
the facework system is often more complicated than that of daily conversations. 
Earlier works on politeness and facework in bilingual legal encounters took a 
pragmatic point of view and investigated the use of politeness markers in court-
room discourse (Berk-Seligson 1988; Hale 1997). Berk-Seligson (1988) used a 
matched guise experiment to ascertain the impact of politeness markers on ju-
rors’ perceptions of witnesses. She found that testimonies that contain polite-
ness markers were perceived as more trustworthy and convincing. This suggests 
that the inclusion or exclusion of politeness markers in the interpreted testimo-
nies have a pivotal role in affecting the credibility of witnesses. Hale (1997) in-
vestigated how politeness markers were treated by court interpreters of Spanish 
and English. She found that interpreters tended to use more direct speech acts 
in Spanish, despite the frequent use of indirectness in English requests. Polite-
ness markers, such as “sir or madam”, “please”, and “thank you” were found of-
ten omitted in Spanish interpretation. This demonstrates that interpreters tend 
to maintain correct strategies when interpreting politeness, as these politeness 
markers are not so frequently used in Spanish as compared to English. However, 
this is not a systematic choice by the interpreters. These two studies revealed the 
complexity of maintaining the same level of politeness between two languages, 
and that it is important to interpret pragmatically and not literally.

More recent works, using interactional pragmatics and discourse analytical 
approaches, investigated the complex facework system of the bilingual court-
room. Pöllabauer (2004), using asylum hearings in Austria as data, found that 
interpreters tended to omit or mitigate the FTA initiated by the main interlocu-
tors and divert blame to other parties for the protection of his or her own face. 
They may also change footing, for instance, use third person singular (e.g. the 
officer) instead of first person singular (i.e. I) in the interpretation to distance the 
interpreter him or herself from the authorship of the FTA. Jacobsen (2008) exam-
ined an interpreter-mediated criminal trial in Denmark and found that while the 
defendant was intrinsically vulnerable to face-threatening acts, the legal profes-
sional’s face may also be threatened by the defendant’s strategies to redress his or 
her own face. Mason/Stewart (2001), using the pre-trial cross-examination of the 
O.J. Simpson case, found that speakers attempted to protect their own face and 
seek to threaten, or sometimes to protect, the face of others. Lee (2013), based on 
Korean interpreter-mediated witness examination in Australian courts, found 
that interpreters oftentimes mitigated face threats by blaming other parties or 
by not using repair attempts when miscommunication occurs, which may relate 
to their concern about their professional face that is closely associated with their 
interpreting competence. 

These studies on facework and politeness in bilingual legal encounters have 
provided useful insights into the dynamics of the facework system of inter-
preters. Firstly, they point out that facework is an integral part of the bilingual 
courtroom and all participants are engaged, actively or passively, in the complex 
facework system. Secondly, FTAs used by the primary speakers are frequent-
ly modified by court interpreters in the interpreting process, with many being 
omitted or mitigated. Thirdly, the interpreter may divert blame to other parties 
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for the protection of his or her own face and/or one of the primary participant’s. 
These findings are valuable in better understanding the complexity of court-
room interactions with the participation of a third party, the interpreter. How-
ever, most of the findings are based on instances where facework strategies were 
initiated by interactants and modifications of these strategies were made by the 
interpreter. They have not yet provided systematic and quantitative analysis on 
how facework strategies are utilized by counsel and how they are interpreted 
into the target language. The present paper, using a corpus-assisted approach, 
aims to focus on cross-examination questions and to discern how facework strat-
egies are used in questions and rendered in the interpretation.

2.  Penman’s (1990) schema

This study draws on Penman’s (1990) facework schema as its analytical frame-
work. Penman’s facework schema builds on Brown and Levinson’s theory and 
extends it into a broader facework framework, which can be applicable to court-
room discourse (ibid.: 15). It is based on the key notions of positive and negative 
face and self- and other-directed facework from Brown/Levinson (1987). The 2 
x 2 matrix results in four main types of facework strategies as shown in Table 1.

Positive/negative

Self/other-directed
Positive Negative

Self-directed Self-directed positive Self-directed negative

Other-directed Other-directed positive Other-directed negative

Table 1. Four main types of facework strategies (Penman 1990)

Based on this matrix, Penman (1990) included two more dimensions in the clas-
sification of strategies, namely the continuum of respect/contempt from Har-
ré (1979) and the distinction between on/off-the-record FTAs (Brown/Levinson 
1987). The respect/contempt continuum assumes that the goal of facework is 
to generate respect and to avoid contempt for self (Harré 1979, cited in Penman 
1990). Facework strategies can be direct or indirect. Direct ones towards ‘respect’ 
and ‘contempt’ include some of the direct politeness strategies and ‘bald-on-re-
cord’ FTAs from the Politeness Theory, respectively. Indirect ones towards the 
two ends include some other indirect politeness strategies and ‘off-the-record’ 
FTAs. Thus, there are in total 16 categories of strategies, as shown in Table 2. For 
the ease of later coding, we use acronyms for each category. For example, ‘EPS’ 
represents enhancing the positive face of self and ‘TNO’ stands for threatening 
the negative face of the other. 
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Respect Contempt

To Face Enhance Protect Threaten Depreciate

Self
Positive EPS PPS TPS DPS

Negative ENS PNS
PNS*

TNS
TNS* DNS

Other
Negative ENO PNO*

PNO
TNO*

TNO DNO

Positive EPO PPO TPO DPO

Bald-on-record Off-the record Off-the-record Bald-on-record

Table 2. Categories of facework strategies based on Penman (1990: 24)

Another factor is also considered in Penman’s (1990) schema, that is, the tempo-
ral characteristics of strategies. This means that some utterances may appear to 
be only concerned with informational goals and involve no apparent facework 
goals, but they may have a cumulative effect on the face of the speaker or hearer 
over time. Such types of strategies are indeterminate in their effect within the 
immediate context and are marked with an asterisk after the relevant code, as 
shown in the diamond in Table 2. 

Penman (1990) also provided some micro-strategies under each category 
which usefully serve as examples of the 16 types of strategy (see Penman 1990: 
24). For example, a question from counsel directly challenging the witness’s 
motivation or truthfulness is considered as depreciation of positive face of the 
other (DPO); an interruption initiated by counsel is considered to threaten the 
negative face of the other (TNO). A closed direct question that has a salient infor-
mational goal and does not have any immediate facework goal is considered as a 
potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*).   

One of the important contributions Penman’s (1990) work has made is that 
it shows multiple facework strategies can appear in the same utterance consec-
utively or simultaneously. She illustrated an example for consecutive strategies 
used by the same speaker: ‘I must be dumb. Could you help me with this?’ (ibid.: 
19). In this example, the speaker first threatened his own positive face and then 
the hearer’s negative face by making a request. The simultaneous use of face-
work strategies can be illustrated by ‘Did you deliberately lie to that person or 
not?’ (ibid.: 19). The speaker, in this example, directed her strategies towards the 
hearer’s positive face because the propositional content suggested that she was 
a liar. At the same time, the hearer’s negative face was also threatened, because 
the question had a force that the hearer was obliged to answer and therefore re-
strained the hearer’s freedom of action. 
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3.  The study

Shlesinger (1998) recommended corpus-based methodology to be applied to in-
terpreting studies. While corpus-based interpreting studies (CIS) have increased 
in volume and covered a variety of interpreting settings over the years (Ben-
dazzoli 2015; Setton 2011), its application to dialogue interpreting, especially in 
community settings, is limited. In the field of court interpreting, many take a 
discourse analytical approach using transcripts based on authentic and/or simu-
lated data (Hale/Napier 2013); however, only a few use a corpus-based approach. 
This paper, using a corpus-assisted discourse analytical approach (Partington et 
al. 2013), aims to provide a systematic analysis of the facework strategies found 
in cross-examination questions and the way they are treated by interpreters. 
More specifically it aims to address two research questions:

a. How are facework strategies used in counsel’s cross-examining questions?
b. To what extent facework strategies are maintained or modified by Eng-
lish-Mandarin speaking interpreters?

The data for this study were obtained from a corpus created by the authors from 
five cross-examinations held in an Australian bilingual moot court where Eng-
lish was the language of the court and the interpretation was provided to Man-
darin-speaking student witnesses.1 The moot court was co-organized by the I&T 
Program at the School of Humanities and Languages and the Faculty of Law at 
the University of New South Wales (UNSW) in 2013. It was one of the interpret-
ing practicum activities for the course Interpreting in Legal Settings which was 
convened by the second author (Hale/Gonzalez 2017). Participating students 
from the I&T Master’s program, at the time of the exercise, had completed the 
specialized legal interpreting course. They participated as interpreters and Man-
darin-speaking witnesses. Law students played the roles of prosecutors and de-
fense lawyers. Experienced barristers participated as judges. The moot court ex-
ercise was designed to offer an opportunity for students to apply the theories and 
knowledge learnt from class to practice. The simulated trials were based on real 
cases. Witness statements and background information of cases were provided 
in advance to the students to assist with their preparation for interpreting. In-
teractions in the moot court were spontaneous and were not scripted or recited. 
Students interpreted on the spot, using the short consecutive mode for counsel’s 
questions and witnesses’ answers. The whole interactions were video-recorded 
and posted on the University TV for research purposes with the consent of all 
participants.

The data set for the present study comprises a total of four-hour videos con-
sisting of five cross-examinations. These videos were first imported to the Ex-
press Scribe Transcription Software Pro v 5.69 for assisted manual transcription. 

1  Although the moot courts are not authentic legal cases, they were conducted in a 
manner that resembles a real trial: none of the utterances were scripted or recited and 
all interactions were natural.
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Key prosodic features such as filled and unfilled pauses, intonation, and intensi-
ty stress were included in the transcripts. Below is the transcription convention 
employed in this study. Punctuation marks are used to refer to normal grammat-
ical pauses.

word… a noticeable untimed interval without talk within utterances
word↗	 rising intonation
word↘ falling intonation
#word# stressed words
[word] overlapping talk
((word)) transcriber’s comment

All exchanges between court participants were transcribed verbatim. There are 
36,892 words in the 2013 moot court dataset. However, only cross-examination 
questions and their interpretation, which are 18,401-word long, were analyzed 
for the present study. Table 3 presents a summary of the cross-examinations, in-
cluding cases involved, word count for each cross-examination, and the use of 
interpreters.

Cross-examination Case Crime Words Witness Interpreter

1 1 Bank robbery 2869 Witness 1 Interpreter 1

2 409 Witness 2 Interpreter 2

3 2 Drug offense 5572 Witness 3 Interpreter 3

4 3 Theft 6114 Witness 4 Interpreter 4

5 4 Theft 3437 Witness 5 Interpreter 5

Table 3. Summary of the cross-examinations

The digitized transcripts were saved in Microsoft Excel’s ‘.xlsx’ format. The bilin-
gual parallel corpus was aligned using the unit of talk turns, that is, the counsel’s 
turn, parallel to the interpreter’s renditions, witness answers and their inter-
pretation. Drawing on Penman’s (1990) facework schema as the analytical tool, 
this paper investigates the use of facework strategies in counsel’s cross-examina-
tion questions and how they were interpreted into Mandarin. It focuses only on 
counsel’s cross-examination questions and their interpretation in Mandarin, us-
ing witness answers and their interpretation as context for analysis. As discussed 
above, key dimensions of the facework schema were considered, such as self-/
other-directed, positive/negative face, and on/off-the-record strategies placed on 
the respect/contempt continuum. Utterances which involve multiple facework 
strategies were coded more than once; utterances which have no apparent face-
work goals were coded as one of the indeterminate categories with an asterisk. 
The corpus is searchable using the imbedded search function in Excel; semi-au-
tomatic extraction of occurrences of strategy types is achieved by using the pivot 
table function. 
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4.  Findings and discussion

4.1  Facework strategies in counsel’s questions

The first research question aims to discern how facework strategies are used in 
counsel’s cross-examining questions. All coded facework strategies were count-
ed using Excel pivot tables and then ranked according to the proportion of their 
use in the five cross-examinations. There are a total of 302 facework strategies 
adopted by counsel. As illustrated in Figure 1, a large proportion of these strate-
gies were face-threatening ones directed to the other (TNO, TNO*, TPO, DPO, and 
DNO, 89.40% in total). 

The large proportion of face-threatening and depreciating strategies reflects the 
adversarial and coercive nature of cross-examination. The most frequently used 
strategy (39.40%) was used to threaten the negative face of the other (TNO). This 
was followed by the potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*). The 
threat to the positive face of the other (TPO) was the third largest category fol-
lowed by a depreciation of the positive face of the other (DPO). Face-protecting 
and enhancing strategies towards the other (PNO*, PNO, ENO and PPO) which 
only accounted for 10.26% in total were much less frequently used than the 
face-threatening ones. Self-directed face-protecting strategies (PPS) were among 
the least used, which accounted for only 0.33%. Below are four examples from 
the largest four categories, illustrating how these strategies are embedded in 
cross-examination questions. 

Example 1 was extracted from Case 3. The question in Line 1 was asked by 
counsel after a series of queries into whether the witness told the police about 
the missing lawn mower. In order to confirm the witness’s answer, the counsel 
used a declarative pre-faced by ‘so’. 

Figure 1. Facework strategies embedded in cross-examination questions presented in per-
centage (number of occurrence)
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Example 1. Threat to the negative face of the other (TNO) (Case 3)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor So you told them about the 
lawn mower.↘

  

2 Interpreter 所以那就是说你跟警察
有说到了这个割草机的
事情。

Suǒyǐnàjiùshìshuōnǐgēnj
ǐngcháyǒushuōdào le 
zhègegēcǎojī de 
shìqing?

So that is to say, 
you told police 
about the lawn 
mower?

3 Witness 对啊。 Duì a. Yes.

4 Interpreter Yes.   

According to Penman’s (1990) schema, statement questions are considered as a 
threat to the negative face of the other (TNO). This is because, grammatically, it is 
phrased in the form of a declarative instead of an interrogative. It merely puts to 
the witness a proposition and restricts options for answers, thus threatening the 
negative face of the witness. 

Example 2 presents a potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*). 
The question in Line 1 was a subsequent question of an earlier query into the 
witness’s occupation, asking whether the witness had many clients. 

Example 2. Potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*) (Case 4)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor Do you have a lot of clients 
Mr Fang?↗

  

2 Interpreter 方先生你有很多的顾客
吗？

FāngXiān Sheng 
nǐyǒuhěnduō de 
gùkè ma?

Mr Fang, do you 
have a lot of clients?

3 Witness 是的。 Shì de. Yes.

4 Interpreter Yes.   

Line 1 is a closed question, a polar interrogative, which is usually informa-
tion-seeking and invites a yes/no answer. Its use here in this excerpt is concerned 
with presenting factual information to the court and does not have an immedi-
ate effect on facework. However, given the context where it is used, cross-exam-
ination, it may have a cumulative effect towards the negative face and therefore 
can be considered as a potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*). 

Example 3 illustrates threat to the positive face of the other (TPO). In Line 1, 
the defense lawyer was questioning the witness’s earlier statement that she was 
able to recognize the robber because she had served her earlier in the day. 
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Example 3. Threat to the positive face of the other (TPO) (Case 1)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Defense lawyer And you never saw the robber 
without the stocking on the 
head.↘

  

2 Interpreter 你就是你你确定他们你
没有看见没有带丝袜
的？

Nǐjiùshìnǐnǐquèdìngtā 
men nǐméiyǒukànjiàn-
méiyǒudàisīwà de?

You are you you are 
certain that they you 
didn’t see (the robber) 
without a stocking?

3 Witness 我没有看见任何没有带
丝袜的劫匪。

Wǒméiyǒukànjiànrèn-
héméiyǒudàisīwà de 
jiéfěi.

I didn’t see any robber 
without a stocking.

4 Interpreter I didn’t, I didn’t see any 
robber that without stock.

  

The question in Line 1 was phrased in a statement with falling intonation. It does 
not only put to the witness a proposition but also questions the reliability of the 
witness’s recall regarding the robber’s appearance. This type of question chal-
lenges the rationality, motivation and recall of the incident, and is considered as 
a threat to the positive face of the witness. 

Example 4 shows a case where the prosecutor depreciated the positive face of 
the witness (DPO). In earlier questions, the prosecutor had established that the 
witness, also the accused in this case, had met the two clients for drug distribu-
tion, and they had both given him their names and contact details. However, the 
accused said in his previous answer that he was not sure why these two clients’ 
names were on his own notebook. The prosecutor then questioned this point.

Example 4. Depreciation of the positive face of the other (DPO) (Case 2)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor #You# don’t know why 
those two names are in 
#your# notebook.↘

  

2 Interpreter 你竟然不知道他们两个
的名字会在你自己的笔
记本上.

Nǐjìngránbùzhīdàotā 
men liǎnggè de 
míngzìhuìzàinǐzìjǐ de 
bǐjìběnshàng.

You don’t even know 
why those two names 
are in your own 
notebook.

3 Witness 是。 Shì. Right.

4 Interpreter Yes.*   

* The interpreter’s rendition (Line 4) is questionable. The prosecutor’s enquiry (Line 
1) is negatively framed. The witness’s answer in Chinese 是 (shì, yes) (Line 3) is the 
confirmation of the truthfulness of the prosecutor’s statement, which means ‘I agree 
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In Line 1, the prosecutor used a declarative with falling intonation, with a special 
stress on the pronoun “You” and “your”. This was to challenge the accused’s truth-
fulness in his testimony and to expose inconsistencies and illogicality in his an-
swers. This type of facework strategy explicitly ridicules the hearer and therefore 
depreciates the hearer’s positive face. 

An analysis of the facework strategies used in cross-examination questions 
also shows that counsel used some questions with a single strategy and others 
with multiple strategies. In the five cross-examinations in the corpus, 125 ques-
tions appeared to have a single facework goal and 88 involved multiple goals. 
Example 5 presents a case in which counsel used a question with multiple goals. 
In Line 1, the prosecutor was questioning the motivation of the accused to install 
the surveillance system at his home. 

Example 5. Multiple facework strategies (Case 2)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor I refer to your statement, and draw 
your attention, paragraph twenty 
one.  Can you tell the court what 
kind of people you are referring 
to?↗

  

2 Interpreter 现在请你看到自己证词中的
第二十一段，你可不可以在
庭上告诉大家你想防的是哪
些人，防止谁靠近你的房
子？

Xiànzàiqǐngnǐkàndà
ozìjǐzhèngcízhōng 
de dìèrshíyīduàn, 
nǐkěbùkěyǐzàitíngshà
nggàosùdàjiānǐxiǎng
fáng de shìnǎxiērén,
fángzhǐshuíkàojìnnǐ de 
fángzǐ?

Now please take a 
look at the twenty 
first paragraph in 
your own state-
ment. Can you tell 
the court what 
kind of people you 
wanted to prevent 
from getting close 
to your flat?

3 Witness 嗯，装这个系统主要是为了
保证房子的安全，我觉得任
何人过来我都需要看一下他
们是是谁。

En, zhuāngzhègèxìtǒngz
hǔyàoshìwèi le 
bǎozhèngfángzi de ānquán, 
wǒjuédérènhérénguò
láiwǒdōuxūyàokànyí
xiàtā men shìshìshuí.

Hmm, installing this 
system is mainly to 
protect the safety 
of the flat. I think 
anyone who comes 
closer I’ll need to 
see who they are.

4 Interpreter I installed such a surveillance 
system for the security of my flat. I 
have to keep an eye on any person 
who wants to approach it.

  

that I don’t know why those two names are in my notebook’. The interpreter’s rendition 
‘Yes’ in English (Line 4) actually means ‘Yes, I do (know why those two names are in my 
notebook)’, which contradicts the witness’s answer.
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The prosecutor first used a legal formula “refer to your statement” and “draw your 
attention” to direct the accused to read his statement. In doing so, the prosecutor 
restricted the accused’s freedom of action, thus affecting his negative face (TNO). 
He then used a modal interrogative to ask the accused to tell the court the reason 
why he installed the surveillance system. The use of the modal interrogative to 
make a request in English is considered to be closely related to politeness (Hale 
2004). Therefore, this indirect request, to some extent, protects the negative face 
of the witness (PNO*). However, in terms of the content of the question, it may 
elicit information that might be damaging to the defense case. As it proceeded 
to later examination, the prosecutor suggested that the accused often “has girls 
around” and this was in fact related to the installation of the surveillance system. 
FTAs disguised with politeness and indirectness, in Johnson/Clifford’s (2011: 43) 
words, “polite incivility”, often assist lawyers to “coerce, undermine and chal-
lenge” the witness being cross-examined.

4.2  Facework strategies in the interpreted questions

The second aim of this paper is to reveal the extent to which facework strategies 
are maintained or modified by English-Mandarin speaking interpreters. Figure 2 
presents an overview of how facework strategies were relayed into Mandarin in 
the moot court cross-examinations.

Figure 2.Facework strategies in the interpreted questions in Mandarin

As shown in Figure 2, 51.64% of the facework strategies were maintained in the 
interpretation. In other words, more than half of the facework strategies were ac-
curately relayed from English to Mandarin. This is a satisfactory result consider-
ing achieving equivalence between languages at the pragmatic level is probably 
the most complex aspect of legal and court interpreting, and the participating 
student interpreters in the moot court only had received some specialized train-
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ing before performing the interpreting task, but not yet to have full competence 
to apply theory to practice. Example 6 illustrates such a case where the facework 
strategy in the English question was maintained in the interpretation. 

Example 6. Maintained facework strategy (Case 2)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor Mr Fang, how long have you 
been a self-employed spray 
painter and panel beater?

  

2 Interpreter 方先生，你自己经营喷
漆的工作和汽车钣金的
加工有多长时间了？

FāngXiānSheng , 
nǐzìjǐjīngyíngpēnqī de 
gōngzuòhéqìchēbǎnjīn 
de jiāgōngyǒuduōchángshíj
iān le?

Mr Fang, how long 
have you worked 
as a self-employed 
spray painter and 
panel beater?

3 Witness 大概两年了。 Dà gàiliǎngnián le. Approximately two 
years.

4 Interpreter About two years.   

In Line 1, the prosecutor used an open direct question to elicit information re-
garding the time duration of the witness’s work as a “self-employed spray painter 
and panel beater”. This type of question is considered as a protection to the nega-
tive face (PNO*) according to Penman’s (1990) schema, as it is information-seek-
ing and leaves the hearer more freedom than closed questions, for example, a 
yes/no question, which strictly constrains the scope of a possible answer. The 
interpretation used the same type of question, which maintained the informa-
tion-seeking nature and the facework strategy used by counsel. 

Altered and omitted strategies accounted for 25.35% which means the face-
work strategies embedded in these questions were either altered to a different 
one or simply omitted in the interpreted questions. Example 7 shows a case 
where the facework strategy was altered. 

Example 7. Altered facework strategy (Case 3) (Line 3)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor Does...so he comes…he 
comes over to your house 
frequently, is that correct?↗

  

2 Interpreter 那是不是说他经常来到
你的家聚会？/

Nàshìbúshìshuōtājīngchán
gláidàonǐ de jiājùhuì? /

Is this the case that 
he often comes to 
your house to party?

3 Prosecutor Just say... yes or no.↘   
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4 Interpreter 是不是他经常来你家聚
会？

Shìbúshìtājīngchángláinǐji
ājùhuì?

Is this the case that 
he often comes to  
your house to party?

5 Witness 是啊还有其他的朋友。 Shì a hái yǒu qí tā de péng 
yǒu.

Yes there are other 
friends too.

6 Interpreter Yes and other friends.   

In Line 3, the prosecutor used an imperative to make a request for a direct yes/
no answer. It is a direct order without any hedge or politeness and considered to 
be depreciation of the negative face of the other (DNO). However, the interpre-
tation merely repeated the earlier question without explicitly making the order. 
The closed yes/no question only served as a potential threat to the negative face 
of the witness (TNO*), thus altering the original strategy intended by the coun-
sel. This alteration may relate to the interpreter’s unawareness of the pragmatic 
functions of the use of imperatives in cross-examination which are closely re-
lated to the power dynamics among participants in the courtroom (Hale 2004). 

The last two categories in Figure 2 are those questions with unchanged strat-
egies in the interpretation, which means the same strategy was relayed into the 
target language, albeit with a modified pragmatic force. Among them, 13.15% 
were interpreted with a mitigated pragmatic force and 9.86% with an aggravated 
one. Example 8 demonstrates a case where the facework strategy was interpreted 
with a weakened pragmatic force. 

Example 8. Mitigated facework strategy (Case 2) (Line 9)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor And this flat is as you say in 
your statement your quiet 
retreat is that right?↗

  

2 Interpreter 就你的就你之前的证词
所说你觉得你经常在那
个flat啊你的祖母屋里一
个人待着对吗？

Jiùnǐ de jiùnǐzhīqián de 
zhèngcísuǒshuōnǐjuédén
ǐjīngchángzàinàgè flat a nǐ de 
zǔmǔwūlǐyīgèréndāizheduì ma?

According to 
your according 
to your earlier 
statement, you 
feel you often 
stay at the flat 
ah your granny 
flat alone, 
correct?

3 Witness 对。 Duì. Yes.

4 Interpreter Yes.   

5 Prosecutor In fact you value your privacy 
so much you installed surveil-
lance system didn’t you? ↘
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6 Interpreter 看来你非常注重自己的
隐私，你甚至装了监控
系统，是吧？

Kànláinǐfēichángzhùzhòngzìjǐ 
de yǐnsī, nǐshènzhìzhuāng le 
jiānkòngxìtǒng, shìba?

It seems you 
value your 
privacy so 
much that you 
even installed 
surveillance 
system, didn’t 
you?

7 Witness 对因为我有一些工作上
的一些材料都放在那边。

Duìyīnwéiwǒyǒuyìxiēgō
ngzuòshàng de 
yìxiēcáiliàodōufàngzàinàbiān.

Yes, because 
I keep some 
work-related 
materials over 
there. 

8 Interpreter Yes I do cause I kept some 
material for my working in the 
granny flat.

  

9 Prosecutor But it’s your private retreat 
isn’t it? ↘

  

10 Interpreter 但是你把它当作一个人
独处的地方对吗？

Dànshìnǐbǎtādāngzuòyí
gèréndúchǔ de dìfāngduì ma?

But you take 
it as a place 
where you can 
stay alone, 
correct?

11 Witness 对因为那边很安静。 Duìyīnwéinàbiānhěnānjìng. Yes because it’s 
quiet over there.

12 Interpreter Yes cause it’s quiet, it’s quiet 
there.

  

In this excerpt, the prosecutor was questioning the truthfulness of the witness’s 
statement that the flat was his private retreat. He used three tag questions con-
secutively (Lines 1, 5 and 9). In Line 9, the tag question was prefaced by the con-
junction ‘but’ and consisted of a declarative and a tag with falling intonation. 
This type of question “invites confirmation of the statement, and has the force 
of an exclamation rather than a genuine question” (Quirk et al. 1985: 811). It was 
used in this excerpt to expose the inconsistencies in the witness’s statement 
and his testimony, namely, the contradiction between “private retreat” and the 
installation of “surveillance system” and keeping work-related materials in his 
flat. This type of question depreciates the positive face of the witness (DPO). The 
facework strategy in this question was preserved in the interpretation, however 
with a mitigated pragmatic force. This is because the tag used in the rendition 
was 对吗 (duìma, correct) which significantly reduced the pragmatic force of the 
original tag. The interrogative particle “ma” is usually considered as a marker for 
a genuine question and is related to the speaker’s sincerity in seeking an answer 
(Shao 2014: 44-45). Therefore, the pragmatic force contained in the English tag 
question with falling intonation has been weakened in the interpretation. The 
modification of the pragmatic force in this interpretation may relate to the in-
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herent interpreting difficulties caused by the differences in the formulation of 
questions across languages (Hale 2004) and different encodings of semantic and 
pragmatic meanings across cultures (Wierzbicka 2003). The student interpreter 
may not recognize the accusatory tone of the tag question with falling intona-
tion, as English and Mandarin tag questions rely on different resources to en-
code the pragmatic meanings. More specifically, the pragmatic force of an En-
glish question is heavily influenced by the polarity of the tag question as well as 
the intonation of the tag. Whereas, Chinese tag questions usually rely on the use 
of interrogative particles to convey different pragmatic force (see Liu 2017 for a 
comparative study on the English and Chinese questions).

Example 9 shows an opposite case to Example 8, where the facework strat-
egy was interpreted into Mandarin with an aggravated pragmatic force. It was 
excerpted from Case 3, a theft case involving a missing lawn mower. In Lines 1 
and 5, the prosecutor made queries about whether the witness mowed the lawn 
regularly and whether she found her neighbor had clean lawns. 

Example 9. Aggravated facework strategy (Case 3)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor Uhhhh, do you mow your 
lawn regularly? ↗

  

2 Interpreter 啊你没有经常地去割草
吧？

A nǐméiyǒujīngcháng de 
qùgēcǎoba?

Ah you didn’t mow 
your lawn often, 
did you?

3 Witness 没有啊因为工作很忙
嘛。

Méiyǒu a 
yīnwéigōngzuòhěnmáng ma.

No because my 
work is busy.

4 Interpreter No because I’m busy.   

5 Prosecutor Do you find that other hous-
es in the neighborhood has 
have very clean lawns?↗

  

6 Interpreter 你没有发现到同区的其
他房子花园是非常的整
洁的吗？

Nǐméiyǒufāxiàndàotóngqū de 
qítāfángzihuāyuánshìfēicháng 
de zhěngjié de ma?

Didn’t you find that   
other houses in 
the neighbourhood 
have very clean 
lawns?

7 Witness 有啊可是别人是别人我
是我的呀。

Yǒu a kě shì bié rén shì bié 
rén wǒ shì wǒ de ya.

Yes but others are 
others, me is me. 

8 Interpreter Yes I notice that but that’s 
other guys’ business.  My   
business... My business is 
my business.
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In both of the prosecutor’s lines, he used a polar interrogative with rising intona-
tion. This type of question is generally information-seeking and can be consid-
ered as a potential threat to the negative face of the other (TNO*), as it expects an 
answer from the hearer and involves no apparent facework goals. The interpre-
tation, using the same question type, however, changed the positive polarity to 
the negative. However, negative yes/no questions are always conducive, which 
are quite often accompanied by an expression of disbelief or surprise (Quirk et al. 
1985). Therefore, the pragmatic force in the interpretation was more challenging 
than the original one and the facework strategy was aggravated. The arbitrary 
alteration of pragmatic force of a question may have to do with the interpreter’s 
focus on retaining the propositional content, his/her unfamiliarity with coun-
sel’s strategic use of question types and the norms of legal and court interpreting 
that requires to achieve accuracy in both content and style (Berk-Seligson 2002; 
González et al. 1991; Hale 2007; Lee 2011). 

This study also found that questions with multiple facework strategies were 
interpreted less accurately than those involving a single strategy. As illustrated in 
Figure 3, 60% of the questions with a single facework strategy were interpreted 
accurately into Mandarin, while this number was only 39.77% within the ques-
tions with multiple facework strategies. In contrast, questions with multiple 
strategies witnessed increases in the categories of ‘altered/omitted’ (11.02%,), 
‘mitigated’ (6.65%) and ‘aggravated’ (2.56%) facework strategies. This means that 
when counsel engaged in multiple facework strategies, interpreters were more 
prone to modification than with those with a single strategy.

Figure 3. Comparison between questions with single and multiple facework strategies
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Example 10 shows such a case where a question with multiple facework strate-
gies was interpreted inadequately into Mandarin. In Line 1, the prosecutor put 
to the witness a proposition phrased in the form of a statement regarding the 
interpersonal relationship between the witness and her colleague. However, this 
confirmation-seeking question did not elicit an explicit yes/no answer; there-
fore, he asked a follow-up question (Line 5).

Example 10. Altered/omitted multiple facework strategies (Case 1) (Line 5)

Line Speaker Utterance/interpretation Pinyin English gloss

1 Prosecutor So there had been a history... 
of conflict between you and 
Betty? ↘

  

2 Interpreter 所以说你和Betty… 之间
有很长时间的那个… 有
纠纷的历史？

Suǒyǐshuōnǐhé Betty...
zhījiānyǒuhěnchángshíjiān 
de nàgè...yǒujiūfēn de 
lìshǐ?

So there had been 
a long history of... 
conflict... between 
you and Betty?

3 Witness 她可能只是针对中国人…
而已，不仅仅是我。

Tākěnéngzhǐshìzhēnd
uìZhōngGuóRén... éryǐ, 
bújǐnjǐnshìwǒ.

She probably... 
merely targeted 
Chinese, not only 
me.

4 Interpreter I think she doesn’t...duhh...she 
didn’t only do this to me. She 
target at all Chinese people.

  

5 Prosecutor Yes. My question was, was 
there a history between you 
and Betty Howard? ↘

  

6 Interpreter 那你们俩之间有没有… 
纷争的这个...历史？

Nànǐmen 
liǎzhījiānyǒuméiyǒu...
fēnzhēng de zhègè...lìshǐ?

So was there... a 
history of... conflict 
between you two?

7 Witness 有的。 Yǒu de. Yes.

8 Interpreter Yes.   

Line 5 starts with a confirmatory “Yes”, which expressed agreement with the wit-
ness’s earlier answer. This, to some extent, protects the positive face of the wit-
ness (PPO). This was followed by a reported speech “My question was…”, aimed, 
on the one hand, to repeat his earlier question which failed to elicit an explicit 
yes/no answer, on the other hand, to blame the witness for giving an irrelevant 
answer instead of complying with the rule that she answers the question direct-
ly. As Hale (2004: 40) explains, reported speech is loaded with an accusatory tone 
and speaker’s discontent, which is different from simply repeating a question. In 
Line 5, the prosecutor insisted on obtaining a direct relevant answer thus threat-
ening the negative face of the witness (TNO); meanwhile, he also threatened the 
positive face of the witness (TPO) by blaming her for giving an indirect answer. 
The interpretation of this utterance first omitted the initial “Yes”, and then the 
reported speech. It was phrased as a polar interrogative, which may threaten the 
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negative face of the witness (TNO*) but failed to convey the intended facework 
goals in the original question. This may, again, relate to the lack of awareness of 
the strategic use of courtroom discourse among student interpreters. 

5.  Conclusion

Lawyers’ questioning styles, the control over witness testimony and the power 
differential between participants are closely related to their facework strategies. 
Our admittedly limited corpus-assisted study found that a large majority of face-
work strategies used in counsel’s cross-examining questions were to threaten or 
depreciate the positive or negative face of the witness, which corroborates earli-
er studies on facework in the monolingual courtroom (Lakoff 1989; Tracy 2011). 
This study also found that more than half of the facework strategies embedded 
in cross-examination questions were interpreted accurately into Mandarin. Ap-
proximately a quarter was altered or completely omitted, and the rest were inter-
preted with the same facework strategies but with either a mitigated or aggra-
vated pragmatic force. Furthermore, this study found that when counsel engaged 
in multiple facework goals, facework strategies were more prone to alteration 
than those single-goal strategies. Major causes for the change/modification of 
facework strategies seem to relate to the inherent difficulties in achieving prag-
matic equivalence across languages and cultures and a lack of awareness, or prag-
matic competence, to fully relay the pragmatics of courtroom discourse from one 
language to another. Finally, it is important to point out that this study is small 
in scale and therefore its results are tentative and do not claim generalizabili-
ty. Rather, it was aimed to serve as a case study that discerns the way facework 
strategies are used and interpreted in cross-examination specifically within the 
English-Mandarin language pair. This study is nevertheless useful in better un-
derstanding the facework system in this less investigated language combination 
and has some implications for the much needed discourse-based education and 
training of legal and court interpreters. 
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